Peter Robinson
16 Hornbeam Drive
Cottingham
East Yorkshire
HU16 4RU
Tel 01482 848281
peter@snuffmill2.karoo.co.uk
7th February 2017
Mr Nigel Pearson
Chief Executive
East Riding of Yorkshire Council
County Hall
Beverley
HU17 9BA
Dear Nigel
Malfeasance in public office by the Leader of the Council, Councillor Stephen Parnaby
Unjust use of the planning system by senior council officers.
It is with regret that I have found it necessary to write this letter to you regarding my
intention to submit a further planning application for the land to the north of Snuff Mill Lane
Cottingham.
In the previous application for 25 houses much was made of the flood zone 3 designation of
this site. The council`s own records will confirm that apart from 2007 Cottingham Southi has
not had a single flooded building whereas nearly all the Cottingham sites which have been
approved in the recent new Local Plan have flooded again, some areas with multiple
incidents of flooded buildings. The village has been hit six times since 2007 often with raw
sewerage including twice in one week during July 2014. ii In ten years almost 600 buildings
have flooded in Cottingham but only two of these were in Cottingham South!
Following the devastating floods of 2007 Yorkshire Water invested £16m reinstating and
upgrading its pumping facilitiesiii thereby safeguarding the village from a repeat incident.
Unfortunately all this improvement to the village flood protection will be jeopardized by the
council encouraging huge developments to the north and west of the village in proven
hazardous positions.
The two Castle Road developments for over 300 dwellings will undoubtedly impact on the
adjacent regularly flooded Low Road/Canada Drive area west of the village whilst all the
recent and planned developments to the north will add considerable risk to the already
extremely vulnerable village centre. More importantly all the drainage from over 1,000 new
houses will inevitably have a significant effect on the functionality of this confluence of the
village’s drainage system at our property and therefore the flood risk of this split level
dwelling.
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Unfortunately whilst this worsening situation clearly necessitates some countermeasures, to
demolish a dwelling of this size would not be cost effective without replacing with three or
four properties. If the existing house was to remain, the obvious new significantly increased
flood risk from these additional houses would probably make it unsaleable and only suitable
for letting.
The reason I am writing to you is that whatever action is decided on would be a futile cause
given what happened in the previous planning application with the malfeasance in public
office demonstrated by the Leader of the Council, Stephen Parnaby. Councillor Parnaby`s
wilful misconduct amounting to an abuse of trust in his held office without reasonable excuse
or justification and the, very evident, unjust use of the planning system by senior council
officers resulted in serious financial and personal consequences.
Whilst I appreciate that this situation is not one which you would relish nevertheless I have
no doubt of your integrity or moral judgement and it is imperative that this matter is handled
at the most senior level.
Councillor Stephen Parnaby
You are aware of my previous close friendship with Steve (over 30 years) during which I
hugely supported him in his political career, regularly allowing free use of our property for
fund raising and visits by government ministers. Of all Steve`s close friends I was the only
one with political interests and consequently most of the conversation over dinner on our
regular nights out together revolved around this subject. During all this period I was more
aware of all Steve`s political intentions, personal concerns and perceived enemies than any
other person.
Steve was aware that after many years of waiting for the painfully slow progress of the
proposed new local plan for the East Riding to reach conclusion, my company Waverley
Construction was in the process of submitting a planning application for the land north of
Snuff Mill Lane, Cottingham. It was during a night out, which turned out to be the last one,
with our wives at the Hotham Arms that, during dinner Steve, having previously informed me
that he could “get me planning permission if he wanted to” to which I advised that there
would be no brown envelope from me, suggested that I should not submit an application
myself but rather allow him to arrange for Mark Barrett to get involved. I could not
understand why I should involve another developer and declined this suggestion. Although
obviously annoyed Steve was miles from home and in my car and the subject was dropped.
You will be aware of Mark Barrett`s involvement with Steve as I understand his introduction
resulted in the purchase by you of one of his houses in Beverley.
I was also wary of Steve`s involvement with Mark Barrett as previously Steve had made a
similar planning application arrangement with Mark Barrett on behalf of Norman
Williamson, another close friend of Steve`s for a site in Welton. Steve had discussed this with
me on several occasions as following approval there was some disagreement as to the value
of the site and Norman Williamson threw everyone out of his house when they reduced the
agreed price by £200,000.
My recollection of this was that Norman Williamson in an attempt to disassociate himself
from the arrangement then sought the assistance of a builder from York but unsurprisingly his
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almost identical application was turned down. Some shining knight in County Hall
miraculously discovered that Mark Barrett had somehow actually started this development at
some stage and therefore his application was still valid and Norman Williamson was back on
the hook. A letter from Steve`s friend, Alan Menzies, Director of Planning and Economic
Development, stating that the development was in fact started within the three year timescale
should not have been issued as all the conditions of the original planning decision stated very
clearly that it could not commence until all the conditions were approved and this had not
happened within the three year timescale or prior to the date of the letter.
It is a well-known fact that Councillor Parnaby has always involved himself in planning
matters, his closest friend, builder Philip Wright actually writes to prospective clients stating
that he is “well known to the councillors and officers of the East Riding of Yorkshire Council
and……. we cannot see a reason why…...would be refused planning permission”. I have only
been involved with Philip on one proposed development and on that occasion Philip stated
that “Steve would sort out the planning”.
The Chair of the Planning Committee, Councillor Phyllis Pollard was persuaded to become a
councillor by Steve, he regularly describes Phyllis as “A lovely lady but she does not know
what day it is” which begs the question why he would keep her in this demanding role. It is a
fact that many very controversial planning decisions involving close friends of Steve`s
have only been pushed through planning by the intervention of Phyllis Pollard, for
example the £100million Brough South development for hundreds of houses in the tidal flood
range south of the rail line,iv the Woodland Lodge Resort at Kilnwick Percyv and the large
supermarket at Station Road in Cottingham. vi This supermarket was such a perverse decision
due to its totally unacceptable position that no company will take it on. Other councillors
have expressed concerns regarding Steve`s involvement in planning issues.
The East Riding of Yorkshire is littered with abandoned, disillusioned and deselected
councillors who have crossed Steve`s path. Other Conservatives have described Steve`s Tory
group as being run on similar lines to North Korea. vii There is no doubt that he is a very
vindictive bully and is known to manipulate others to assist his cause, unfortunately my
rejection of Steve`s proposal to involve himself in our planning application obviously
annoyed him intensely as after 30 years of friendship my telephone call a few days later to
discuss arrangements for my daughter`s wedding the following weekend resulted in a “you
can get stuffed” reply and “I will make sure you have to go to appeal”. Needless to say he
never contacted me again and failed to turn up at the wedding leaving an embarrassing vacant
space next to the mother of the bride on the top table.
The Planning Officers
Over several years working on the land bid for the Emerging Local Plan I had many
encouraging conversations with Stephen Hunt, Head of Forward Planning. Our planting of
1000 trees to form Snuff Mill Wood and the adjacent land now housing the new cemetery
enclosed this site and divided it from the open area, which Stephen Hunt said and the
Allocations DPD indicated, helped promote the site.
When the list of land bid sites accepted by Councillor Parnaby`s Cabinet was announced it
obviously did not include our site but it did include Hull City`s, nearby Abbots Road site,
also in the flood zone but in a less sustainable position. After sending an Email to Stephen
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Parnaby pointing out that this decision was perverse and would undoubtedly lead to our site
also having to be accepted the Abbots Road site was hastily removed from the list.
At the Pre-application meeting at County Hall 28th January 2013 I informed Stephen Hunt
and his four colleagues that someone in that building had already told me that this application
would not be approved. I awaited the obvious question which was not forthcoming. Soon the
hostile input from all these five council officers indicated quite clearly that no-one asked
who? because they already knew the answer. It is totally inconceivable and illogical for them
to be aware who was involved without also been given some instructions.
Planning officers, government guidelines stipulate, should seek ways in which to approve
applications where possible. The council`s website states that early discussion with the
planning authority is key, enabling challenges to be identified and overcome using the pre–
application process for major planning proposals. By contrast these officers were
outrageously unaccommodating in their demands.
The Tree Officer had surely never before encountered an application where a private
individual had at their own expense planted 1,000 trees and worked tirelessly looking after
them for 30 years in order to form Snuff Mill Wood. A developer is more likely to use every
square foot of land available with a vague offer to plant a few saplings on completion.
Surprisingly this miserly offer would ensure extra points on the Development Plan
Documents as a perceived site enhancement whereas our 30 years input, which has
completely transformed this part of Cottingham, received a zero mark.
Rather than congratulate this achievement and recommend it for an award she made the
absurd suggestion that the tree survey with our application should include every tree in this
wood as well as the site itself.
The Ecology Officer would not accept our otherwise quite comprehensive 35 page report
because it only included a walkover Great Crested Newt survey of the site which was actually
mown weekly. This officer said “I want you to do a full GCN survey” scornfully adding “you
won’t find anything but I still want you to do it”
The Highways Officer requested a traffic survey which I later discovered was not a
requirement for less than fifty dwellings. He inferred that the access onto Hornbeam Drive
was very problematic due to it being on a corner. In fact the access is on the outside of a very
long gentle curve with a large amenity area opposite where there is a gap in the housing. The
visibility in both directions from the junction is extensive and clear. It is a copybook junction
which was so simple I did the accepted drawing and visibility splay calculations myself.
The Case Officer Emma Lancaster was also handling the Dunswell Road site for 108
houses. The anomalies are discussed later however I would here state that the council`s
website and therefore the basis on which we paid £500 for this pre-application service
indicates that a written report of advice and officers views would be forthcoming within 10
working days of the meeting. I and Spawforths, the consultants, attempted to obtain this
report for approx. five months without success. I believe this was for two reasons, firstly
these officers would never dare put their outrageous demands on record and secondly the
delay would enable them to get their house in order regarding such things as the five year
plan. The council failed to fulfil their contracted obligation and therefore this money should
be refunded.
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This application did not go to the Planning Committee and was refused by the planning
officers using their delegated power. Following this pre application meeting our records show
that almost £70.000 was spent on this project, mainly on surveys reports etc. requested by the
council officers. Had we received an honest report, as paid for and expected, it would have
enabled a balanced decision to be made on the merits of continuing with this application in its
present form or possibly changing the size or details in order to make it more acceptable to
the officers, if that was possible given that they had obviously received instructions. For these
planning officers to make outrageous demands with the inevitable considerable cost
implications whilst already considering refusal and not issuing the, paid for, report saying so
is fallacious and unethical.
If it was correct for the planning officers to use their delegated powers in order to turn down
this application because it is in flood zone 3, given that it has a proven lower flood risk than
other accepted Cottingham sites, why did they not use their delegated power to turn down the
controversial plan for Brough South (11/04104) which is a tidally dominated flood risk, badly
affected again in December 2013 when the tidal surge affected the length of the Humber from
Goole to Kilnsea, even stopping the rail services, or the dozens of other approved sites within
this indicative rather than specific flood zone definition. Magdelan Lane Hedon, Northmoor
Lane Cottingham, etc. etc.
The Forward Planning Consultation Response for Magdelan Lane (12/03553) for example
does not even mention that this open countryside site is within the flood zone.
Other Cottingham sites
Browsholme, Harland Way 13/02301/OUT
Nine months after our January 2013 Pre Application Meeting for which the report was not
forthcoming and seven weeks after our consequently delayed application was submitted on
6th September 2013 the planning officer for Harland Way in his report to the Western Area
Sub-Committee (page 118) stated in his recommending approval “there is not currently a 5
year supply in this area and this proposal would be of benefit to contribute towards this
shortfall”. In contrast our case officer was insisting that the council did have the required five
year supply of land.
This begs the question why, if the five year supply, quoted by our case officer was robust, did
she feel it necessary to produce a new document actually on the day of the appeal hearing
months later. This is equivalent to saying we don`t have sufficient land to refuse your
application but we will have by the time of the appeal hearing.
Swifts site, Dunswell Road 10/03018/STPLF
Emma Lancaster was also handling this application for 108 dwellings. The site was also in
the flood zone and the property and Dunswell Road had a very bad flooding history. Part of
this site was brownfield but became available only because the council allowed this company
to move across the road onto a large greenfield site.
The letter dated 20th March 2013 Ref. RFI/2013/25154 from The Environment Agency states
that our property is located within the tidal flood zone 3 with a 1 in 200 Low Risk designation
but The planning officers would not accept our Sequential Test as it only covered Cottingham
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whereas the Swift site did not do a Sequential Test, instead being allowed to submit that their
site had a less than 1 in 100 year (i.e. Moderate) risk and therefore a Sequential Test was not
required. The joint case officer for our site had previously not pursued the Sequential Test
requirement for another site in Hook Road, Goole (12/04725) which is a significant flood risk
having, according to the local MP, “flooded in at least four or five consecutive years out of
the last seven or eight”.viii If the council officers want to ensure a site is refused the most
robust Sequential Test will not be accepted and therefore the Environment Agency cannot
withdraw their automatic objection. A Planning Inspector would also have to take this into
consideration. Mrs Lancaster actually admitted to the Inspector that ours was the only
planning application in Cottingham that had ever been turned down as being in zone 3.

The affordable housing allocation was also reduced for the Dunswell Road site to a nominal
number, “given Swifts urgent need for funds”.
Flood Alleviation Schemes
In June 2007 Cottingham had 100mm of rain in 24 hours which was more than the Somerset
Levels had in one month at the time of their floods.
It is also well documented that in June 2007 regardless of two previous comprehensive
engineering reports warning Yorkshire Water against it, the Goulton Street pumping station
was still mothballed. The resulting overflowing combined sewer junctions at this address
resulted in this house being flooded. One other house was flooded in Cottingham South and
this was also on the line of one of these sewers. On that occasion, elsewhere in the village,
close on 400 buildings were flooded, mainly concentrated on or around Dunswell Road,
Station Road, Canada Drive, Eppleworth Road, Park Lane, Harland Way, The Lawns and
Needler Hall. In other words North, Central and West Cottingham or exactly where all the
new housing is to be concentrated.
It is generally accepted that the rainfall on this one in 150-year event was such that the village
would have had a very serious flooding outcome no matter what. A more interesting picture
develops when you look at the several other incidents of flooding in Cottingham before and
after this date. Following flooding on the 8th July 2014 for instance, when the rainfall was
relatively minor, the council produced an official list of flooded buildings showing again
North, West and Central Cottingham as affected but again none in Cottingham South.
Appendix 2 of the council`s Flood Investigation Report for 8 th July 2014 lists 119 properties
affected but fails to even mention the worst which was Cottingham High School. The ground
floor of this, the largest building in Cottingham, was totally submerged by 6in of floodwater ix
and yet on the also flooded adjacent land and opposite hundreds of houses are planned.
Since the unacceptance of our Sequential Test, most sanctioned Cottingham sites have
flooded again. Page 45 of the cabinet report proves that these have a higher flood risk than
our application site and therefore cannot be considered as preferential sites. This fact alone
should substantiate our Sequential Test. The March 2012 Sequential Test published by the
East Riding of Yorkshire Council on behalf of Horncastle`s Beverley Parklands residential
development site mirrors that of our application which was so readily rejected by the same
council.
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The huge investment in the Eppleworth Road Flood Alleviation Scheme following the
devastation in that area in 2007 did not prevent a closed flooded road or 21 houses flooding
internally in this part of Cottingham in 2014. Even with an impressive title what is basically
just 7 large holes at the roadside would never stop flooding on Canada Drive and Castle Road
area or Cottingham High School, Badgers Wood, Harland Way area either simply because
the floodwater flows to these two areas from completely different directions and does not
follow the Eppleworth Valley.
Sir Michael Pitt in his 2008 review into the floods of 2007 for the Secretaries of State stresses
the importance of taking climate change into consideration when choosing suitable sites for
developments, particularly with regard to the enhanced risk from surface water flooding
rather than a tidal risk. This is particularly relevant to Cottingham South as although it is
designated mainly in tidal flood zone 3 there has never been an incidence of flooding from
this source whereas Cottingham North, Central and West areas have all experienced multiple
incidences of flooding from surface water and the rivers which terminate at the village centre
and overwhelm the drainage system.
In Conclusion
Having already spent a huge sum of money on this prejudiced, sordid, suspect process
without the application even been afforded the dignity of reaching the Planning Committee,
instead being decided in the corner of some room by unknown persons or person, it would
obviously be foolish of me to submit another application to the council for the same people to
mishandle.
In order to process this matter further I would first welcome your comments. Should you not
accept my information as accurate or require additional evidence or other incidences of
inappropriate conduct I am sure my files will provide this.

Yours sincerely

Peter Robinson
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i

Area within The Parkway, South Street, Newgate Street, Thwaite Street and Hull Road.
Councillor Helen Green, Hull Daily Mail article Tuesday July 15 2014.
iii
Angus Young, Hull Daily Mail Tuesday November 11 2008
iv
Danny Longhorn, Hull Daily Mail April 27 2012
v
Trudi Davidson, Hull Daily Mail Monday November 17 2014
vi
Angus Young, Hull Daily Mail Friday November 23 2012
vii
Angus Young, Hull Daily Mail Thursday August 7 2014
viii
Andrew Percy MP, Yorkshire Post 13/11/13
ix
Jonathan Rogers Assistant Head teacher, “6in of standing water throughout the building” – HDM 9/7/2014
ii
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